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1. Introduction

In one of the lIDst canprehensive studies on the subject to date, Willig

(1979) addressed the question of assessing changes in an industry that

operates a system of networks, with particular emphasis on the structure of

the u.S. telecamn.mi.cations industry prior to the divestiture of AT&T. Since

Willig's undel is basically a Single-Network Model (SNM) it is limited in

scope and Camlot address a variety of issues raised in the context of

assessing charges between canpeting and non-ccmpeting vendors in the post

divestiture 'WOrld. For exant>le, questions of "separatims and settlements" in

pre-divestiture AT&T, or "access charges" questions between local and non

local carriers cannot be adequately analyzed in a StI-t. Viewing an industry

that operates a system of networks as a Multi-Network Model (MNM) where the

various "networks can be intercormected with each other would seem a more

appropriate tool of analysis.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce such an Intercormected Multi

Network l-bdel (ThftM) for industries that operate a system of networks, examine

sane cOfil>lications that arise in devising a schE!!lE for assessing changes in

such a tooelel, and consider Sate applications to the U.S. telecamn.mi.cations

industry.

2. The Model

Let J = {I, ... ,k} denote the set of finns in an industry. Here we are

concerned with industries where each firm je;J tmdertakes the task of

receiving, processing, and transporting fran one place to another sane

camx>dity such as, telecamn.mi.cation messages, mail, electricity, or natural

gas. Although a finn in such an industry may be the producer of the ccmoodity

in question as well, our main concern here is not with the production of such

canmdities but with their transmission and distribution.
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Toaccooplish its task, each firm j€J is assuned to operate its own

network that consists of Access Facilities and Traffic Facilities, each

canprised of certain kinds of capital. The Access Facilities of a network

(AFj ) enable thecustaners of the j-th firm to obtain access to the Traffic

Facilities of that network, while the Traffic Facilities of the same network

(TFj) are used for the actual processing and transportation of the ccmoodi.ty

tmder consideration.

We think of each fim j €J, then, as producing two types of services: (1)

Access Related Services by using AFj , and (2) Traffic Related Services by

using TFj . Furthenmre, we can write (AFj, TFj) to represent the network

operated by the j -th fim.

Either type of service may be subject to various degrees of product

differentiation, indexed by Mi, and ~, respectively, for each j€J. Tlu1s, for

each rEMi. let s~ denotes the quantity of the r-th~ of~s related

service produced by the j-th firm, and, for each rENt, let sf denote the
r

quantity of the r-th type of traffic related service produced by the same

firm. Then, sl =(Sl) N1' and s1- = (s1-) JJ.i will denote the vectors of
. r r€ 'A r r€~~

outputs of access related and traffic related services, respectively, by the

j-th fim, and we shall write sj = (Sl, s1-) to denote the output vector of all

services produced by that firm.

Intercormection between two networks occurs when the firm that operates

one of the networks uses as an input services produced by the finn operating

the other network.

Let s{ denote the vector of services (equal in. d:inension to Si, i€J) that

are produced by the i-th fim and are used as an input by ~ j -th fim, and

let sj = (s~). J' where s~ = 0, for each j€J. Then, we can think of each fim
1 1€ J

j€J as following a production process that utilizes two types of inputs: (a)
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network-inputs, consisting of that finn's own network (AFj, TFj) and those

services obtained frem other finns in the satre' industry, i.e., sj; and (b)

non-network-inputs, consisting of all other .inputs, denoted by Lj . 'J.hus, by

writing

to represent the production ftmction of the j-th finn, it is easily seen that

sj, when non-zero, is utiliZed by the j-th finn as an alternative to having to

operate a larger network. The term network-input-substitutability will be

used frem now on to describe substitutions between ~ and (AFj, TFj) in the

production process of the j -th firm. 1

For each finn j €J, let El(AFj ), r1(TFj ~, E~ (sj ), and F.{(Lj), represent

the expenditures incurred by the j-th finn on the respective inputs at a given

point in ti.ne, so that

will represent the total expenditures of that finn in providing the vector of

services sj.

Let Ij denote the set of custooers of the j-th finn. For each type of

differentiated access related service r€N1 we write q{(Ar ) to denote the

~quantity of that service provided by the j-th finn to its i-th custooer.

Likewise, for each type of differentiated traffic related service r€r4 we

lIn. essence, if sj ;t 0, for SaE j €J, the j -th finn may be able to
operate in markets that are not covered by its own network or to offer types
of services that carmot be p~~ced exclusively by its own network.
Alternatively the purchase of s may allow the finn to offer services that can
be produced by its own network, but the finn faces binding capacity
constraints.
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write q{(Tr ). '!hen, q{ (A) = (qf(1\> )rEN will represent the vector or access
~

related services provided by the j-th firm to its i-th cust<m!r, and

cd(T) == (cd(Tr >>rE:Nrwill represent the vector of traffic ~lated.servi~s

provided by the SaDE firm to the same custcner; we write cri = (ql (A), cri (T) )

to denote the vector of services provided by the j-th firm to its i-th

custooer.

Because provision of a service coinsides with its production, we DUst

have that sl = L • q~ (A), and si = L • q~ (T), for each j£J.
i£rJ . 1. i£rJ 1

Finally, let ~(a{ (Ar » denote the charge assessed by the j -th firm to

the i-th custooer for the access related service q~ (A ), rEN'A' and let
1 r

d (q~ (T » denote the charge assessed by the same firm to the same custooer
1 1 r

for the traffic related service q~ (T ), r£N.....
1 r -T

A scheo:e for assessing charges to the i -th custooer by the j -th .firm, is

a vector of charges gJ(cd) ,

We shall refer to the vector of charges ~ (sj) , where

as the j -th firm's schene for assessing changes for its services, j e:J•

Given gi (sj), then, the j-th firm's Total Revenue Rj is given by

and its Total Profits, nj
= Rj - Ej.
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Note that for any re:~, we can refer to ~(qi(1\» as an access change;

and for any re:Nr, we can refer to ~ (q{(Tr » as a usage charge, each assessed

to the i-th custmer by the j-th firm.

Let S = (sj) j e:J denote the vector of services produced by the industry.

Then, a schE!lle for assessing charges for the services produced by this

industry is a vector of charges g(S) ,

A schene for assessing charges in· an industry that operates a system of

networks can take different forms., In particular, it does not have to be

unifonn aroong firm, the custaners of each finn, or the types of service.

For exauple, a price per unit nethod for assessing charges will yield

g(S) such that gi (q{ (Ar » = pi(Ar)q{(~), je:J, ie:lj, and re:NA, and ~ (q{(Tr »

= pi(Tr )q{ (Tr ), where p{(\.) and pi(Tr ) represent the price per unit of each

type of access related and traffic related service , respectively, charged by

the j-th finn fran its i-th custmer. Non-discriminatory pricing by a finn

je:J't\lOUld require that pi(Ar ) = Pf (Ar ), V i, te:lj, and for each re:NA, and

p{(Tr ) = Pf(Tr ), V i, te:lj, and for each re:Nr.

A nulti-part tariff nethod for assessing charges will yield g(S) such

that, each charge d (qJ (A », j e:J, ie: I j, re:N'A' and d(qJ (Tr ) ) i, j e:J, ie: I j ,
1 1 r 1 1

re:Nr, can consist of a variety of fixed or (and) variable parts. Furthenoore,

those parts that are. variable under this nethod can be in the fonn of price

per unit as above.

Finally, a canbination of the two nethods above, where certain parts of

the industry (firms or types of services) follow a price per unit tlEthod while

other parts follow a Dlllti-part tariff method for ass~sing charges, will

yield a mixed g(S).
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3. Problems in Assessing Charges

The problem of devising a scheE for assessing charges g(S) that yields

an allocation of services with certain "desirable" characteristics, such as,

efficiency, self-financing of all services , ''universal service," absence of

"cross-subsidization" "equal payment for equal services," and stability, can

be caq>licated by a variety of .industry-specific features. Furthernnre, a

schene g(S) may not be found that will sinultaneously satisfy all of those

characteristics, since, in many cases, the respective nechanism that chooses a

g(S) that satisfies sane of the "desirable" characteristics may run a foul of

other characteristics.

Among the canplications that we shall examine here are: (a) Network

Externalities, (b) Nature of Costs, (c) Nature of Production Process,

incltidirig Network-Input-Substitutabilities, and (d) Nature of the Industry.

Network Externalities

Let N denote the set of distinct custooers that use the services of at

least one finn in the set J. For each ie:N, let YI denote the vector of

services obtained by i fran the j-th finn (i.e., y~ = q~, if ie:lj, and YJ~ = 0,J 1 .

if illj), let yi = (y~). J' and let y = (yi). N. Then, the objective ftmction
J Je: 1e:

of each ie:N can be written as Vi(xi , yi, y) 't-tlere xi represents a vector of

variables not associated with the industry in question but affecting Vi( • ) .

In many cases certain eleJIe1ts of y, beyond yi, can affect Vi ( .) in which case

we say that we have network externalities. These externalities mayor may not

be beneficial. For exan:ple, with the telephone and mail services, the larger

m.uber of people that· have access to the respective network, the better off i

may be. However, certain services used by sema custaners in N may make i

worse off (e.g., mmoying or obscene telephone calls, "junk mail") . As is

~ll known, a market nechanism for the determination of a schene g(S) will

not, in general, take care of those externalities.
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Nature of Costs

To better tmderstand the nature of costs for each firm je:J, let cl (Sl >
. . r r

denote the minim.m cost necessary for producing si ' for each re:N1" and let
· . r.·ct (S? > denote the mininun cost necessary for producing S? ' for each re:Nf.
r r . . . r

Then, if CJ (Si, st> represents the minimm cost of producing the level of

services sj, it is not necessary that

will hold as an identity for each firm j e:J .

For that matter, if cl(Sl> and c4(4) represent the mininun costs for

independently producing si and 4, respectively, it is not even necessary that

or that

and

will hold as identities.

lbre specifically, any of the above four equalities may fail to hold as

an identity because the joint production of a IlUDi>er of services by the same

firm may be inefficient due to, say, the i.q>osition of a particular market

structure (i.e., entry restrictions>. In this case, the joint costs may be

greater than the sun of the separate costs. Alternatively, production may be

subject to econanies of scope; the utilization of sone COlllOOD. inputs may
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entail a lower overall cost than producing each service independently. In

this case, it will not be logically possible to assign different costs to

different services.

Such phencmma, men they occur for a nulti-product finn, make the choice

of certain schenes g(S) neaningless. For exaq>le, average cost pricing, which

requires uniform services, carmot be applied in the case of product

differentiation if it is logically impossible to isolate the cost of each

differentiated service. Similarly, marginal cost pricing, will not

necessarily yield sufficient revenues for self-financing of each service.

However, certain expenditures can be assigned by each firm to certain

groups of services. For exaq>le, the Access Facilities (AFJ) of each network

are used exclusively for the production of sl while the Traffic Facilities

('IFJ ) are used exclusively for the production of 4. Even so, product

differentiation may make it impossible to further allocate El<AFJ) and E}(TFJ)

anpng the various differentated services on a cost-causation basis.

Similar arguments can be advanced with respect to E~ (sJ) and F{(LJ) . In

particular, to the, extent that a traffic related service .is obtained by firm J

from finn i in order for the fornEr to produce sane specific traffic related

service, the relevant expenditure can be assigned to that service exclusively.

However, this will no longer be the case if any service obtained by firm J

frem firm i is used for the production of a variety of services. Thus ,

certain costs (expenditures) can be assigned exclusively to particular

services or groups of services, but others cannot since they are canoon to

many services.

An iJq>lication of this observation is that even an efficient schene for

assessing charges g(S) that allocates the costs aoong the different services

may not be unique. In such circumstances, one may search for a scheme that it

is at least stable in a gane-theoretic sense.
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Finally, one of the cost distinctions made within public utilities is

between Traffic Sensitive (1'5) and Non-Traffic Sensitive (NTS) costs. In

particular, 1'5 costs are often treated as variable while NrS costs are treated

as fixed. Our analysis would indicate that NTS are not necessarily fixed

because they can vary with the production of access related services by the

finn. F\.trthenmre, a clear distinction between 1'5 and NI'S costs may not be

possible. For exsmple, access related services obtained by finn j from finn i

may be used by the fomer for the production of both access related services

and traffic related services. The costs of such a ccmoon input may not be

attributable to each of the two services.

Nature of Production Process

The ability of a finn to substitute one input for another may have sane

important i.nplications about he selection of a scheue for assessing charges

g(S) . In particular, given the production function of each finn j€J, Fj (AFj ,

TFj, sj; Lj), mIch may depend on how easily other inputs can replace, or be

replaced by, the size of the respective network (AFj, TFj).

Because a network is of paraoount inportance to each finn in the

industries mder consideration here, non-network inputs may not substitute

easily a finn's network. (h the other hand, network-input-substitutability

may be easy for certain types of services.

In examining such substitutions, we can distinguish between short-nm and

long-nm decisions. For the fomer case we can consider the network of a finn

(AFj, TFj) as fixed, mile for the latter case, the firm's network capacity is

variable.

With a fixed network a finn has little flexibility relative to obtaining

sj and how nuch it pays for it. Thus, a sch~ for assessing charges g(S)

could impose high costs to finn j for obtaining sj.
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~ver, in the long-nm, high costs for sj may induce firm j to expand

its own network. If firms j and i operate in different markets, high prices

for Sf may induce firm j to byPass the i-th firm's network, thus, expanding

its own network. Furthe:rm:>re, if parts of s~ involve specific services we may
1.

have selective byPaSS, that is firm j bypass i-th's network only with respect

to s~ types of services but not with others.

Nature of Industry

Industries that operate a system of networks may include firms with

production processes subject to econanies of scale. 'Ihus, in certain markets

it may be nnre efficient for a single firm to produce the entire output. In

addition, such industries provide services where, in general, it is easy to

identify cust~rs with access to the respective networks. However,

additional costs may need to be incurred to toonitor usage of those networks.

In the case of scale econanies, the question is how to design a schema

for assessing charges g(S) so that the benefits fran the econanies of scale

will not be offset by the llDllopolistic power of the finn. In the second case,

without ''netering'' it may be inp>ssible to design a schema for assessing

charges where users of traffic related services will be assessed charges

according to usage. This is an inp>rtant question because (a) netering costs

may be very high, but (b) without netering it will be impossible to take care

of any crowding effects that may be present during certain periods of tinE.

4. The U.s. Telecamunications Industry

Following the recent restructuring of AT&T, the U. S. Telecamunications

Industry bas evolved a structure that can be explained quite easily in tenns

of the nndel in Section 2.

We can think of the entire cotmtry as being divided into a set of

localities, say M, each identified by a telecarm.mi.cations network, the Local
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Network i(LNi ) for each ie:M. The task of the finn that operates LNi , referred

to as Local Exchange Carrier i (LEe.), is to receive, process, and transmit
1.

messages fran one point to another in the respective locality. Messages

between any two localities can be transmitted only through Non-Local Networks

(NUl), also referred to as Interexcbange Networks (IXN), operated by finns

referred to as Interexcbange Carriers (IXC).

Intercormection between local and non-local networks makes possible the

transmission of nessages fran a point with access to a given network to any

other point with access to any network, and yields an Intercormected Multi-

Network MJdel (nm) for the industry.

The access related services produced by each finn. in the industry are

"access lines" to its own network, and the traffic related services are

"camlmication charmels." Quite often a telephone access line is confused

with the physical input used by a particular teclmology for its production.

For exanple, the pair of copper wires that nm fran a custooer' s premises to

the local switch of the network in question is often referred to as an "access

line." However, a telephone access line may not be a physical line at all,

and access may be accaq>lishedvia the air (through microwave antennae, etc.).

For all practical purposes, then, an access line gives the option to a

custarer to be at one end of a ccmn.mication channel men the latter is

obtained frem the finn. either by the custaner in question or by sema other

custooer.

As the term suggests, a ccmm.mi.cation cbamel permits two custooers with

access lines (each at a different end of the cbamel) to exchange nessages for

a given period of time. Thus, ccmn.mication channels penn.it the flow of

nessages between two distinct points for a given period of time, While access

lines make that flow accessible at those points.
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In an Intercomected M.1l.ti-Network Model for telecoommications a finn

can offer services that are not produced exclusively through its own network.

Thus, in addition to offering direct access lines, i.e., access lines produced

exclusively through its own access facilities, a firm can offer indirect

access lines, that is, access lines produced through the utilization of (a)

its own access facilities, and (b) access lines obtained by other finns in the

industry.

Similarly, in such a llDdel, a finn can produce simple ccmnunication

charmels, i.e., coommication channels produced through the exclusive

utilization of its own traffic facilities, or canposite coommication

channels, that is, coommication channels produced by using (a) its own

traffic facilities, (b) access lines obtained from other finns, and (c)

coommication channels obtained fran those firms.

To clarify SOlIE of the existing possibilities we use Figures land 2.

Figure 1 represents a stylized (telephone) network with access and traffic

facilities. As noted earlier, the access facilities are used to produce

access lines to the traffic facilities of the network. Conceptually, then, a

simple coommication charmel begins and ends at the traffic facilities of a

given network.

Figure 2 represents an exaIqlle of an Intercomected M.1l.ti-Network Model

with three LNs and two IXNs. '!he firm that operates IXNl has direct access to

lliI , lliZ' and IXNZ (but not to lli3), and thus, it obtains access lines from

the finns that operate these networks. Likewise, the fim that operates IXNZ

has direct access to lli2, LN3 , and IXN1 (but not I..N1), and tlu1s, it obtains

access lines fran the firms that operate these networks. In this respect,

each !XC can offer indirect access lines to its own network to any point with

access to a IN to which it has access. In addition, the possibility that

!XCs offer direct access lines to their own network is presented in Figure 2
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by points A and B. (In this sense, the respective IXC practices selective

bypass of LNI and IN3 , respectively.)

We can obtain a picture of how an nH1 operates by trying to analyze what

is involved in a ''non-local telephone call," say, between C and D in Figure 2.

For such a telephone call to take place, a coommication channel between t:m

points to which C and D have access nust be established and maintained for a

period of time equal to the duration of the telephone call.

Because, according to Figure 2, no single finn can produce such a

canwnication channel (denoted as C-D) using only its own network, C-D nust be

a carposite canwnication channel. One possible scenario is to separate C-D

into four parts and proceed as follows.

Step 1: LEC3 .uses its own traffic facilities to produce one part of the

channel,- a s:ilq>le coommication channel, that it sells to IXC2.

Step 2: LECI uses its own traffic facilities to produce one part of the

channel, a sinple canwnication channel, that it sells to !XCI.

Step 3: IXC2 uses (i) the canwnication channel bought fran LEC3, (ii) the

access lines that it maintains to IN3 , and (iii) its own traffic facilities,

to produce a cooposite canwnication channel that it sells to !XCI-

Step 4: IXCi uses (i) the carposite canwnication. channel bought from IXC2,

(ii) the access lines that it maintains to IXN2, (iii) the cClllIllIlication

channel bought fran LEeI , and (iv) its own traffic facilities, to produce the

caq:>lete canwnication channel C-D, which it can sell to C, provided that the

latter maintains an indirect access line to IXNI •

Under this scenario, D in locality 3 does not have to maintain an

indirect access line to IXN2 because his access line to· I.N3 is sufficient for

him to be at one and of the canwnication channel C-D. For that matter, the

only reason that C in locality 1 had to maintain an indirect access line to
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IXN! was the fact that LEC! did not have access to IXN!. (Under present

regulation LEes are not allowed to offer non-local services.)

Another iq>ortant point to note mder the scenario represented by Steps

!-4 involves non-local coom.mi.cation charmels: C is a custcmer of IXC! and

not of LEe!. In other words, the part of the conmmication channel C-D

produced by LEe! was sold to IXC!, who in turn sold it to C.

These observations suggest that other scenarios regarding non-local

services are easy to develop. Let us consider, for example the case of t:'t«)

way-access between INs and IXNs represented in Figure 3 by the double lines_

Then, Steps 2 and 4 in the above scenario could be anmmded as follows.

Step 4': IXC! uses (i) the caq>Osite coom.mi.cation channel bought from IXC2,

(ii) the access lines that it maintains to IXN2, and (iii) its own traffic

facilities, to produce another caq>Osite coommication charmel that it sells

to LEe!_

Step 2': LECl uses (i) the caq>Osite coom.mi.cation channel bought from IXC!,

(ii) the access lines that it maintains to IXN!, and (iii) its own traffic

facilities, to produce the coom.mi.cation channel C-D which it sells to C who

already has an access line to IN!.

This alternative scenario makes it completely urmecessary for the

custcmers of LECs to maintain access lines to an IXN. Furthenoore, and

. perhaps toore important, the whole production process is altered. In other

words, while mder Step 4 the access lines to a IN maintained by an IXC were

used as a comoon input in the production of (i) indirect access lines, and

(ii) coommication channels, mder Step 2' the access lines to an IXN

maintained by a IN are used only in the production of coom.mi.cation charmels.

The marketing possibilities that open up tmder two-way-access are quite

interesting. A custcmer with access to a LN could obtain indirect access

lines fran any carrier in the system (local or non-local). In tum, that
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carrier could provide any non-local coom.mi.cation channel through transactions

similar to those presented above.

For example, if LEC3 was allowed to do so, it could offer an indirect

access line to C in locality 1, under two-way access, as follows. LEe3 buys

access lines fran IXC2, ~ buys access lines fran IXCI , who buys access lines

fran LEe1.

A coommi.cation channel C-D can be produced by LEC3 ' in this case, by

reversing the order of sales wder the scenario represented by Steps 1, 2', 3,

and 4', above.

If in the above examples we were to replace C with A, Where according to

Figures 2 and 3 A has direct access to IXNI , it is easily seen that LECI need

not be involved in the production of any part of coommi.cation channel A-D.

Under Step 4', the canposite coommi.cation channel produced by IXCI can be

sold to A.

This bypassing of INI i1q>lies that: (a) !XCI has to produce and offer

direct access lines to A, (b) LECI does not have to produce the silq>le

ccnmmication channel wder Step 2, (c) !XCI may decide to reduce the mmber

of access lines that it buys fran LEe1, and (d) the whole process mayor may

not be weconanic.

To return to the U. S. telephone industry wder present regulatory roles,

in addition to the separation of carriers into LECs and IXCs, with each type

only allowed to carry on the tasks llSltioned above, the set of IXCs is divided

into two categories. In particular, the set of localities' Mhas been

partitioned along state lines. Let"tf represent the subset of localities that

fall in the jurisdiction of the s-th State. Then, each set l:f has been

further partitioned into local Access Transport Areas (lATAs). Inter

Locality-Intra-lATA coommications fall within the jurisdiction of the

respective State regulators who may allow one or mre IXCs to operate within
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each lATA. (The fact that both LEes and an IXC that operates within a lATA

may be controlled by the sane caupany does not change the above

configuration. ) Finally we have all IXCs that operate between lATAs.

Although free entry is allowed for this part of the market, Intra-State-Inter

LATA coommications fall within the jurisdiction of tb! respective States,

while Inter-IATA-Inter-State coommications fall within the jurisdiction of

both the individual States and the Federal Govenm:mt.

Ignoring the international market, at present the U.S. Telecoommications

Industry is structured along the lines of four types of markets, that is: (1)

IDcal, (2) Intra-IATA, (3) Intra-State-Inter-LATA, and (4) Inter-State-Inter

IATA. In tenns of an Intercormected M.1lti-Network Model this m:wlS that the

set J of firms in the :i.n.ch1stry can be partitioned along these lines.

F\n:thenmre, Figures 2 and 3 can be used to analyze any of those markets,

since any of the last three markets above involves one or IlDre IXCs.

It is easily seen fran the preceding analysis that an important feature

of an DR1 is the separation of carriers between LEes and IXCs. Therefore,

this m:xiel can be used to analyze "pre-divestiture" and "post-divestiture"

reg:ines or any otherregiIDa that preserves that separation. For example, if a

caq>any is allowed to O'ND. both LECs and IXCs we can view each of those

carriers as different divisions of that canpany. In this respect,

pre-divestiture AT&T was allowed to O'ND. both IXCs and lECs but post

divestiture AT&T is not allowed to O'ND. LEes. In contrast, each of the seven

regional canpanies that were created following the break-up of AT&T, i.e.,

U.S. West, Pacific Telesis Group, Soutmvestem Bell, Bell South, Bell

Atlantic, NYNEX, and Anerltech, are allowed to own both LECs and IXCs.

However, only Intra-lATA IXCs can be owned by these regional companies.

An inp1ication of this is that the old question of "separations and

settlen:ents" was actually a question of how nuch one division of a ccmpany
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should bill another division for the services provided by the former to the

latter. At the present, the same question exists if an Intra-lATA IXC and a

LEC in that lATA are owned by the SanE canpany. What our IIDdel does is to

assure that a different firm operates each carrier (whether it is an IXC or a

LEC) and reduce the ~le problem to the question of how tDlch a firm that

operates one carrier should charge the firm that operates another carrier for

the services provided by the forner to the latter. (Of course, this

assunption will leave open the question of what happens if ownership of

several carriers by a single canpany saves on administrative and other non

production related costs.)

Overall, then, an llft1 for telecamunications places into the right

perspective two issues that have been the source of confusion over the years.

First, the issue of who produces and sells what towhan, and second the issue

that SalE services, such as on premises wiring, provision of telephones, and

directory assistance , are not services related to the operation of networks,

and therefore, should not be confused with network services.

5. Assessing Charges in the u. S. Teleconmmications Industry

To fully understand current policy debates in the telecamunications

industry, we need to identify key segments of the broader market and

characterize their options. The fundamental cost allocation problem is then

discussed in the context of the Intercormected Multi-Network fudel. After

cIerivi.ng generalizations fran the fraIIEWOrk, the impact of teclmological

change is explored.

Mtt"ket Seppentation

The following market segmentation of the custOOErS of each LEe and IXC

will facilitate analysis.
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LEC

A. Non-Network Custcm!rs

a. Light Users (Custcners with little or no ability of on premises

switching, like households and small finns.)

b. InteJ:lIEdiate Users (Custcmers with S<m! ability of on premises

switching but without ability to bypass rn for non-local services.)

c. Heavy Users (Custcners with on premises switching and ability to

bypass IN for non-local services, like large institutions and

organizations. )

d. Other (e.g., public or coin operated phones) •

B. Network Custooers

a. Intra-IATA IXCs

b. Inter-IATA IXCs

c. Other LEes (when allowed)

IXC

A. Non-Network Custaners

a. Light Users (Custcners with access via a LEe but with no ability to

bypass the LN.)

b. Intermediate Users (Custcners with the ability to bypass a IN and

obtain direct access to IXN)

c. Heavy Users (Custcners with the ability to bypass both rn and IXN

and establish their own NLN.)

B. Network llistoners

a. Non-Calpeting Carriers (Carriers, like !XCs and LEes that do not

produce· or are not allowed to produce similar or close substitute

services to that of the IXC in question.)

b. Calpeting Carriers (IXCs and LECs that can offer similar or close

substitute services to that of the IXC in question.)
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Non-neb.'urk custaners of the carriers (either lECs or !XCs) are "final

users" of the services produced by the industry. In other words, independent

of its s'tnlcture and how the services are produced, the main purpose of the

industry is to serve this type of cust<:JDers. In contrast, network custooers

of a carrier (either LEe or IXC) use the services bought fran other carriers

as inteDIEdiate products. 2

The market segtIEIltation of the non-neb.'urk custoners of a LEC (given

above) is useful because it shows that LNs can be bypassed at different levels

and with different methods. For example, at the local level the IN can be

bypassed through sone fonn· of on premises switching which arootmts to

establishing a "private network" by the respective cust<mll". The same can be

true for non-local services, although in this case, the DDst ccmoon fonn is

through direct access to an IXN. Note that such bypass of a IN can be

selective in the sense that the IN still may be used for other services.

The separation of IXCs into Intra-lATA and Inter-lATA custaners of a LEe

underscores the fact that under present regulation the canpany that Owns the

LEes in a given lATA can also own one of the Intra-lATA !XCs. The market

segmentation used for the custaners of each IXC, above, is made for reasons

that are obvious fran the description of each type of custaner.

(bst Allocation

One of the major problems facing the U.S. Teleccmnuni.cations industry is

how the costs incurred by a LEe should be distributed between Network and Non

Neb.'urk Custooers. In particular, if Network Custooers are just IXCs, the

2An inl>lication of this is that under a ccmoon teclmology for producing
each type of service, a Single-Network M:>del (SR1), could be used for
addressing questions about optimal levels of output for the industry. As we
have noted in the Introduction, such SNM is used by Willig (1979). However, a
srt1 is analytically inappropriate given that (a) different carriers may be
using different teclmologies for meeting the needs of their custcmers and (b)
that such technologies may be the source of product differentiation.
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question is what part of the costs should be borne by local services and what

part by non-local services (see, e.g., U.S. Govenment (1984». Unfortunately,

failure to understand the nature of costs under joint production has led to

nuch confusion on the subject, both in the literature and annng regulators.

One of the mst popular argtmmts, for exB1l1'le, is that if non-local services

contribute a higher percentage for the "fixed" costs of a LEC than their

percentage usage of the traffic related services offered by that lEC, then,

local services do not bear their tlfull costs" and are tlsubsidizedtl by non

local services. '!he consequences of this (the argumant goes) is economic

inefficiency, tmnecessary discrimination aroong users, and uneconomic bypass.

To offset such '\mdesirable" consequences, the FCC is trying to iJq>lement a

series of decisions where the local services will bear their "full costs."

To Understand sone of the fallacies that may be involved in these argumants

and conclusions, let us approach the problem of providing local and non-local

services to each locality ieM, in the context of the Theory of Clubs (see, e.g. ,

Sandler and Tschirhart (1980), and Sharkey (1982), and sane of the references

therein) • One explanation is that the respective camunity, initially, fonns a

coalition with the purpose of entering into an agreenent with LECi , so that the

latter will undertake the responsibility of providing certain local services to

the nenbers of that coom.mity. Permitting sone nenbers to maintain private, on

premises, switching facilities (local, selective, bypass) can be seen as one way

for attracting those members into the coalition. An. agreemmt like this will

cover the N:m-Network Custaners of each LEC. . Furthenoore, without Network
1

<ltstaners, the costs incurred by LEC. will be the costs of local services.
1

Next, let us consider an IXC who wants to offer non-local services to the

members of camunity i. Without cooperation with LECi , the IXC has to expand

its own access facilities to offer direct access to each custaner that it

wishes to serve in that camunity, and, thus, it nnst incur the full costs of
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doing so. An alternative to this arrangement is for the IXC to cane into an

agreement with LEe. where the latter offers access lines and ccnmmi.cation
1

charm.els to the former. To do so, LEei has to expand its own access and

traffic facilities, and, therefore, there is an increnvm.tal cost, that nust be

incurred by LECi .

For an agreement to be reached beONeen LEC. and an IXC two conditions are
1

necessary. First, the IXC nust cover at least the incremental costs incurred

by LEe. (otherwise LEe. does not have the incentive to enter into the agree-
1 1

ment). Second, the paynents made to IECi by the IXC for each type of service

nust not exceed the costs of providing that service directly to the respective

custaners if the IXCwere to act on its own. Therefore, whenever an IXC

obtains services fran a LEe. , sane ittM, we can proceed by assuming that these
1

two conditions are satisfied, and therefore that there is a non-negative

benefit fran the cooperation of the two equal to the difference between the

costs that tIlJSt be incurred:by the IXC acting on its own in providing certain

services to the i-th camunity and the increnvm.tal cost that nust be incurred

by LECi in providing services to that IXC. As we have noted in Section 3,

this benefit stems from econanies of scale, economies of scope, etc.

Implications of the Analysis

The question now is how these benefits from cooperation are to be

distributed between LECi and the IXC (and by extension between local and non

local services), and whether the distribution of such benefits in one way or

another will result in any of the ''tmdesirable'' consequences tlSltioned above.

First of all, we should point out that as long as the benefits from

cooperation between a LECi and an IXC are positive ('which nust be otherwise

there is no reason for the two to cooperate), and the maxinun possible under a

given tecmology, there is no inefficiency - regardless of how these benefits

are distributed.
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Second, if the agreenBlt between LECi and the respective locality

includes a clause for a maxim:m rate of profit, benefits fran the cooperation

between an IXC and LECi going to the latter can be used in order to reduce

local rates. However, sharing cost savings that arise fran cooperation does

not int>ly that non-local services subsidize local services. There is no

reason to require that all benefits fran cooperation go to one party only, and

in particular to non-local services.

Third, if the benefits from cooperation between a LEe and an IXC are

positive, to say that custOOErs of local services should bear the full costs

of local services is equivalent to passing all benefits fran cooperation to

non-local services. However, one could counter this ~nt by asserting

that non-local services should pay their "full costs" (the cost to the IXC of

providirig direct access lines to its custOIDarS acting on its own). In this

case, all benefits from cooperation go to the local services, possibly

prOODting '\miversal service."

Fourth, mder a given teclmology and as long as there are positive

benefits fran cooperation between a LEC and an IXC, for each type of service,

large custOOErs of the latter do not have the incentive to bypass the LEe.

(Any distribution of benefits carmot leave the IXC paying a higher share of

costs to the LEe than that which it would have incurred acting on its own.)

Fifth, even' if (a) a clear separation of the total costs of a LEe into TS

and NrS is possible, and (b) NI'S costs are fixed, to distribute NrS costs

between local and non-local users of traffic related services on the basis of

the percentage use of those services by each, in general, will be arbitrary.

What if the increm:mtal cost of providing services to an IXC that can be

attributed to the NTS costs is greater than~ annmt resulting from that

percentage? Conceivably, an !XC may end up paying a lower share than the

increnBlt~" cost incurred by the LEe in providing certain services to that
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IXC, in which case it receives toore than the total benefits resulting fran

cooperation.

Sixth, a distribution of benefits fran the cooperation between a LEC and

an !XC may raise questions of "fairness," but not questions of ''urmecessary

discrimination." Regulators may be concerned with the incane distributional

consequences of different sharing sch.e.nes, or with the division of benefits

anm.g politically powerful constituencies. But these concerns are not related

to issues of "urmecessary discrimination."

Assessing Charges

To derive the fourth conclusion above we had to asSUIe a given

teclmology. A key issue facing regulators is how that conclusion would change

if a new technology is introduced which reduces the cost of accessing an IXC.

Apparently, if the costs of using this new teclmology are lower than the

incremental costs of the LEe for providing the respective services, it will no

longer be econanically efficient for the LEe to continue providing those

services. In such a situation, bypass is not tu1econanic for certain types of

custcrners. Furthenmre, to keep such custaners. in the system by shifting m:>re

of the benefits to non-local services just perpetuates the inefficiency by

inducing such custcrners not to bypass the LEe.

Let us conclude this section by turning our attention to various

canponen.ts of a sch.e.ne for assessing charges in the industry g(S). In

general, one would like to see that each custoner of each finn in the industry

be assessed a charge for each type of service that he receives. The question

that we would like to raise here is what will be the effects of assessing a

zero charge for certain types of services while the relevant costs are

assessed to sate other type of service.

Suppose, for example, that a finn assesses zero access charges to its

custcrners, and recovers all costs fran the users of cOlIllJJl'lication channels.

1hen, heavy users of coommication channels will bear a disproportionate share
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of access related costs, and such a policy may discourage the use of such

services. At the other ex.trEllE, let us suppose that a firm assesses zero

charges for the use of conm.mication charmels, and recovers all costs frem

access charges. Then, light users of cClIlDJIli.cation charmels will bear a

disproportionate share of traffic related costs and, in addition, a non

optimal quantity of traffic related services may have to be offered by the

firm. In either case, one could argue that there is unnecessary discrimina

tion ammg users. In other words, rate structures can induce inefficiency and

unnecessary discrimination.

6. Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this paper has been to introduce a ccmprehensive mdel

capable.of dealing with the variety of issues that can be raised in assessing

charges in an industry that operates a system of nebJorks. '!he Intercormected

Multi-Network Model (]}H1) introduced in Section 2 allows one to obtain an

overview of the problems that arise in designing a sch~ for assessing

charges (Section 3). However, nuch work remains to be done regarding such

scherIes. One approach lVOl1ld be to consider various nechanisms that can

determine such sc1l.enEs and examine their implications regarding the

distribution of services that will result.

Am IMNM is applicable to any industry that operates a system of networks.

Its application to the U.S. telephone industry (Sections 4 and 5) illustrates

how it can be used to sort out key issues. Furthenoore, as our analysis in

those sections indicates, recent changes in regulatory policy need to be

carefully examined. Recent decisions of the FCC require local services to

increase their contributions to the ccm:oon costs involved in the joint

production of local and non-local services. 'Ibis policy has little, if any,

econoodc justification. Rather, it aims at a redistribution of cost-savings

between these bJo types of services.
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